
HOMEWORK

 Act 1.1 Annotations (bookmark)

 Sonnet

THINGS TO HAVE OUT

1. Comp book

2. Independent reading book



• Finish historical context/overview

• Read sonnet

• Translate

• Analyze

• Symbol | Dichotomy | Motif

• Listen to Act 1.1

AGENDA



Part I

• Write down everything you know about 

the Greco-Roman Era

• Even if you’re not sure, it’s okay to put it 

down



• Classical Greek and Roman Empire (8th BC to 5th AD)

• Intellect

• Rhetoric (persuasion vs. logic)

• Philosophy

• Inquiry

• Argument (premise and conclusion)

• Semantics (study of meaning)

• Perfection

Greco-Roman Empire (Golden Age)



Part II

• Write down everything you know 

about the Middle or Dark Ages

• If you know nothing, it’s okay to 

write that down 



• 5th to 15th century

• Fall of Roman Empire

• No single state or government to unite people

• Many peasants, because people scattered

• Rise of Catholic church and Crusaders

• Only 5% of population could read or write

• Questioning was considered bad

• Feudalism

Middle and Dark Ages

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=middle+ages&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=VuubxJb7zFmWjM&tbnid=-eiEzXD6T5BDTM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.middle-ages.org.uk/the-crusades.htm&ei=ITZ5UceQB43VigL0wYCwAQ&bvm=bv.45645796,d.cGE&psig=AFQjCNH29I-GSM2Nax9Zp3UmLjaa8C4V9Q&ust=1366984600553233
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=middle+ages&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=VuubxJb7zFmWjM&tbnid=-eiEzXD6T5BDTM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.middle-ages.org.uk/the-crusades.htm&ei=ITZ5UceQB43VigL0wYCwAQ&bvm=bv.45645796,d.cGE&psig=AFQjCNH29I-GSM2Nax9Zp3UmLjaa8C4V9Q&ust=1366984600553233


Part III

• Write down everything you know about 

the Renaissance

• Even if you’re not sure, it’s okay to put it 

down



Renaissance (“re-birth”) 1400-1640

• Focus on classical antiquity 

• Scientific discovery challenged people to feel unsure 

about the world

• The power of reason

• The greatness of man—human potential

• Human accomplishment glorified God 

• Valued curiosity and discussion—exploration of thought 

and world

• Printing press

• Church



Common Themes

• Love

• Life

• Death

• Immortality

• Youth

• Beauty



Renaissance Politics 

The Tudors and beyond



Henry VII

• Henry Tudor took the throne in 1485

• He had two sons, Arthur and Henry

• Arranged for Arthur to marry Catherine 
of Aragon (Spain)

• Alliance with Spain



Henry VII cont’

•Arthur died very soon after the marriage

•Henry 7 then has Pope annul the marriage 
so that his other son can marry Catherine 
and sustain the alliance



The King dies

• After the death of Henry 7, his younger son 
Henry VIII takes the throne.  

• He marries  his dead brother’s wife

• Henry and Catherine are good Catholics and 
reign together for many years

• They have a daughter, Mary



Henry VIII

• In 1517, Martin Luther publicly challenges the 
Catholic Church with his 95 thesis

• This creates a division in the church, and a 
group known as the Protestants split off

• (PROTESTant)



Henry has problems

• Henry and Catherine failed to produce a male heir 
(actually, Henry does not see himself as part of the 
problem and accuses HER of having the problem)

• Now he has a problem

• He cannot get divorced according to the Catholic 
Church

• However, Mary grows up Catholic as her mother 
remains part of the faith



It’s good to be king!

•Henry VIII starts his own church in 1534

•Called “The Church of England” 

•Also known as the ANGLICAN church



Now it gets complicated: Wife #2

• Henry divorces Catherine and has her imprisoned for 
life

• Marries Anne Boleyn

• They have a daughter: Elizabeth

• No good because she isn’t a boy

• Henry accuses Anne of adultery and has her beheaded

• Elizabeth grows up Protestant



Next wife [#3]

• Jane Seymour

•Produces an heir, Edward

•Dies soon after from complications of 
childbirth



Wife #4

•Marries the German, Anne of Cleves

•No children

•Divorces her and has her imprisoned for 
life



Wife #5

•Henry VIII is now 49 years old

•Marries the VERY young Catherine Howard 
(16 or 17 years old)

•Accuses her of adultery and has her 
beheaded



Last but not least…

•Marries Catherine Parr

•No children

•He dies



Summary of 6 marriages:

• Divorced, beheaded, died

Divorced, beheaded, survived

• 1 male heir

• 2 females



Edward [Protestant]

•Little Edward (10 years old) is declared 
King of England

•He is too young to rule alone, so advisors 
rule for him

•He dies of a consumptive disease



Mary [Catholic]

• Catherine (wife #1) and Henry’s daughter, Mary, 
takes the throne

• Now, the country officially reverts to 
Catholicism

• Bloody Mary earns her nicknames by having 
thousands of Protestants executed for not 
following Catholic principles



Elizabeth [Protestant]

• After Mary dies disappointed, bitter, and 
childless, her hated half-sister Elizabeth takes 
the throne

• Country reverts back to Protestant, and 
Elizabeth is suspicious of Catholics

• Queen Elizabeth I is remembered as one of 
England’s strongest rulers

• Marriages and power  



Crime & Punishment: Elizabethan England

• Exciting, public events
• Upper class: accusation of crime = torture

• Public Beheading
• Lifelong imprisonment

• Lower class:
• Theft of 5 pence or more = public hanging
• Begging in public = hanging or burned at stake
• Burned @ stake | Whipping | branding |Stocks | Public 
starvation | Etc.

• Both: Hung | Drawn | Quartered



Paranoia: Elizabethan England

• Paranoia & Sprezzatura
• A certain nonchalance, so as to conceal all art and make whatever one does or 

says appear to be without effort and almost without any thought about it".[1] It is the 
ability of the courtier to display "an easy facility in accomplishing difficult actions 
which hides the conscious effort that went into them".[2] Sprezzatura has also been 
described "as a form of defensive irony: the ability to disguise what one really 
desires, feels, thinks, and means or intends behind a mask of apparent reticence 
and nonchalance".[3]

• However, while the quality of sprezzatura did have its benefits, this quality also had 
its drawbacks. Since sprezzatura made difficult tasks seem effortless, those who 
possessed sprezzatura needed to be able to trick people convincingly.[9] In a 
way, sprezzatura was "the art of acting deviously".[9] This "art" created a "self-
fulfilling culture of suspicion"[10] because courtiers had to be diligent in maintaining 
their façades. "The by-product of the courtier's performance is that the achievement 
of sprezzatura may require him to deny or disparage his 
nature".[11] Consequently, sprezzatura also had its downsides, since courtiers who 
excelled at sprezzatura risked losing themselves to the façade they put on for their 
peers.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sprezzatura#cite_note-FOOTNOTECastiglione200232-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Courtier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sprezzatura#cite_note-FOOTNOTERebhorn197833-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irony
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sprezzatura#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sprezzatura#cite_note-Wescott-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sprezzatura#cite_note-Wescott-9
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Sonnet

• 14 lines

• Three quatrains (4 lines + 4 lines + 4 lines)

• A rhyming couplet (2 lines)

• The three quatrains present a topic of 

argument

• Couplet represents a solution



Sonnet

• First quatrain: An explanation of a complex theme or 

conflict

• Second quatrain: Theme and metaphor extended or 

complicated further

• Third quatrain: Volta (a turn), often introduced by a "but" 

• The rhyming couplet: summarizes and leaves the reader 

with an epiphany



Epiphany

•A sudden leap in understanding

• They are usually unpredictable or sudden

• The arrival at some truth that makes 

everything else clear

• Light bulb analogy



Allusion
• Refers directly or indirectly to something outside of the 

story
• Making reference to another work of literature
• Buzz Lightyear mentioning Nemo
• Effect on the reader?



Symbol 
• A person, place, thing, idea, 

etc. which means to represent 
something beyond itself

• The author intends for it to 
have added layers of 
meaning, which extend 
beyond its appearance in the 
text



Dichotomy

• A split into two parts
• Opposites
• Examples: 

• Black and white

• Good and evil

• Happiness and sadness

• Effect on the reader?



Motif
• A recurring or repeated: 

• Theme
• Idea
• Image
• Pattern

• Can also be a category of ideas
• Weather
• Food
• Emotions
• Parts of a system, a machine, etc.



Repetition

• Words intentionally repeated in order to 
communicate something

• Intentionally used to express an opinion or hint 
at something

• Must infer its meaning


